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The Lake Mainit Development
Alliance (LMDA) proclaimed Gov.
Erlpe John M. Amante, the
Provincial Governor of Agusan del
Norte as the newly elected
Chairperson of the LMDA Board of
Trustees (BOT) after unanimously
chosen by the BOT members
during its 11th BOT meeting last
September 12, 2007. The meeting
held at Almont Lake Resort,
Barangay San Roque, Kitcharao,
Agusan del Norte del Norte. The
BOT members are composed of
the Municipal Mayors of Sison,
Tubod, Mainit, Alegria in Surigao
del Norte; Municipal Mayors of
Kitcharao, Jabonga, Santiago,
Tubay in Agusan del Norte; and the
Regional Directors of NEDA, DA,
DENR, BFAR, DOT and PIA.

L/R: Dir. Cochingco, Gov. Amante and Mr. Cruje during
the 11th LMDA BOT Meeting

Vice Governor Catre Launches SURE II
By Jay Grace S. Bonotan
Project Coordinator
Caraga Consortium for Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development,

T

he Sison Upland Resource Enhancement (SURE II) project was successfully launched at the Municipal Gymnasium of Sison, Surigao del Norte
last August 15, 2007. The SURE II is a 2-year project funded by the
Philippines-Australia
Community
Assistance
Program
(PACAP)
in
collaboration with the Provincial Government of Surigao del Norte implemented
by the Caraga Consortium for Environmental Protection and Sustainable
Development, Inc. (CCEPSD) in partnership with the Local Government of
Sison, Lake Mainit Development Alliance FOCAS Cluster and the Sison Hungos
Multipurpose Cooperative (SIHUMCO).

 Turn to Page 2 “Vice Gov. Catre”
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Governor and Mayors Support Sugat-Tagbo sa Danaw Agri-Fair

G

overnor Erlpe John M. Amante and some
Municipal Mayors during an informal
discussion after the 12th BOT meeting last
November 8, 2007 agreed that the Sugat-Tagbo sa
Danaw Agri-Fair will be held in Agusan del Norte
municipality since the first Sugat-Tagbo sa Danaw
was held last December 13, 2006 at Mainit,
Surigao as the first host municipality. It was further
agreed that the Municipality of Jabonga, Agusan
del Norte will be hosting the Sugat-Tagbo sa
Danaw which will be scheduled on March 2008
subject to the approval of the Sannguniang Bayan
of Jabonga.

Meanwhile, Governor Amante, the LMDA
Chairperson, Mayor Glicerio M. Monton, Jr. of
Jabonga along with other Municipal Mayors during

Vice Gov. Catre…

the informal discussion pledged to provide both
financial and logistical supports to make the
activity meaningful and fruitful.
The activity will give significant public awareness
about the activities of LMDA in collaboration with
the partner Local Government Units, PhilippinesAustralia Community Assistance Program
(PACAP), NGos, POs and other organizations of
different
expertise
and
specializations.
Specifically, this activity will further strengthen
partnership between LGUs, NGOs, POs, LMDA,
PACAP and beneficiaries in the campaign for the
protection, conservation and rehabilitation of our
lake and its resources; create linkage between
projects; and promote local agricultural products
and municipal tourist attraction of the Lake Mainit
and host municipality. 

(from Page 1)

The Honorable Vice-Governor Noel P. Catre of the
Provincial Government of Surigao del Norte led the
project launching with the presence of Ms. Monina
G. Hernandez, PACAP Provincial Project Officer;
Hon. Leicester Fetalvero, the Municipal Mayor of
Sison; Engr. Kaiser B. Recabo, Jr, LMDA Programme Director, Ms. Gilda P. Villalba, BOD Chairperson of CCEPSD; Municipal Officials, Barangay
Officials of the project areas and the SIHUMCO.
Vice-Governor Catre delivered his message in
behalf of the Governor Hon. Robert Ace Barbers
expressing full support to the project since the LGU
has contributed its counterpart and has the
significant role in the project implementation. He
hope that the project fund will not be wasted but
rather helped the needs of the people particularly
the upland farmers. “… ang kwarta nga gihatag sa
proyekto wala masayang, ug hinuon kini
nakatabang ug dako sa mga katawhan labi na sa
mga upland farmers nato”, said Vice Governor
Catre.
Meanwhile, the
Municipal Mayor
of Sison, Hon.
L e i c e s t e r
F e t a l v e r o
expressed
his
gratitude
to
PACAP,
to
Provincial
Government, to
Mainit
Mayor Fetalvero (right) signed the Memoran- L a k e
F
O
C
A
S
,
to
dum of Understanding with the partners at
SIHUMCO
and
the project launching.

Vice Gov. Noel Catre (standing) delivered a message to the Sison
stakeholders during the project launching.

to CCEPSD in particular for their trust and
continual contribution in the municipality. He
encouraged the farmers to participate to the
project saying “Ako naghangyo kaninyo nga
hatagan ta ug dakong panahon ang proyekto”.
The SURE II project sites are located in Barangay Tagbayani,Tinogpahan, and San Isidro. The
project seeks to enhance the capacity of the
people’s organization to manage their upland
resources through establishment of agroforestry,
community building, advocacy, and linkaging.
These initiatives will go hand in hand with the
overall agenda of Lake Mainit FOCAS Strategy,
the Provincial Engagement Strategy and Municipal Development Plan in the pursuit towards the
protection and conservation of the Sison watershed and the Lake Mainit ecosystem. 
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Lake Mainit Environmental Symposium to Public High Schools
By Forester Omar C. Barillo
FOCAS Project Coordinator
The Lake Mainit Development Alliance (LMDA) is the
lead organization of the Philippines – Australia Community Assistance Program – Focal Community
Assistance Scheme (PACAP-FOCAS) projects in
close collaboration with its Secretariat. The team
composed of LMDA and PACAP-FOCAS Secretariat
targeted the eight public high schools in the Lake
Mainit cluster for the “Lake Environmental
Symposium” to the municipalities of Sison, Tubod,
Mainit and Alegria for Surigao del Norte and
Kitcharao, Jabonga, Santiago and Tubay for Agusan
del Norte. This is a part of the manifested
mechanism that would somehow help in the
management and conservation of the lake and the
surrounding ecosystems.
Of the eight targeted public high schools, LMDA
started the environmental symposium to Kitcharao
National High School on October 17, 2007; Alegria
National High School on November 27, 2007;
Jabonga National High School on January 17, 2008
and Santiago National High School on January 21,
2008. The activity was actively participated and
supported by the students and faculties of the
mentioned schools.

Participating teachers (standing at left) with selected students of
Kitcharao National High School pose after receiving Certificate of
Participation during the environmental symposium.

L/R: Luciana L. Acedera, Kitcharao National High School Principal
and Nenita M. Montero, Science Teacher of Jabonga National
High School welcome the participants of the symposium.
T helm a A. Odr on,
Santiago National High
School Principal I (right)
give Cer tificate of
Participation
to
participating Science
Teachers and students
during the symposium.

The symposium envisioned delivery of information
about the current scenario of Lake Mainit and its watershed cutting across the international concern on
global warming in a context of a young mind. It gives
warning about the adverse effects of Global Warming and how it could be mitigated from becoming
worst.
Though LMDA and its partners have information,
education campaign components in every project
implemented but oftentimes the parents/adults are
the listeners living the youth uninformed. Through
this
endeavor information is delivered directly to

 Continue Page 11 “Symposium”

Forester Omar explain clearly the
queries of students in Alegria National
High School

Students from Kitcharao, Jabonga and Santiago National High
Schools present there impressions on the relevance of
environmental symposium.

Alegria National High School students answer
the survey sheet after the proper presentation on
the symposium.

Teacher Josephine Borja (right) and Johny
Natad (left) give Certificate of Participation
to students.
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AusAID-PACAP approves new FOCAS projects in Lake Mainit

T

he Australian Agency for International
Development (AusAID) PhilippinesAustralia Community Assistance
Program (PACAP) has approved another Focal
Community Assistance Scheme (FOCAS)
projects during the PACAP Advisory Committee
(PAC) Meeting last December 13, 2007. This
project entitled “People’s Livelihood Efforts in
Agroforestry and Sustainable Environment” will
be implemented by Propegemus Foundation,
Inc. to Barangay Camp Edward and Budlingin,
Alegria, Surigao del Norte in cooperation of the
partner Peoples Organization like the Budlingin
Rural Workers Association and Camp Edward
Integrated Farmers Association. The total project
grant fund from PACAP is Php 2,991,670.00 while
the total counterpart is Php 1,678,300.00.

Meanwhile, the PAC also approved the
project proposal of Kasanyangan Rural
Development Foundation, Inc. last September
21, 2007 entitled “Increasing Competencies of
Upland Farmers for Sustainable Livelihood”
which will be implemented to Barangay Paco,
Binga and Bobonaon in Mainit, Surigao del
Norte. The partner People’ Organization (POs)
to be assisted are Upland Farmers Association of
Binga, Bobonaon Farmers Association, and Coconut
Farmers Association of Paco. The PACAP grant fund
is Php 2,839,350.00 and the total counterpart of the
project implementing partners (NGOs, POs and
LGUs) is Php 1,471,751.07.

The Increasing Competencies of Upland
Farmers for Sustainable Livelihood intervention
on Natural Resource Management will focus on
the riverbank rehabilitation using bamboo (afus)

seedlings and appropriate tree species to
Barangay Paco. On the Enterprise Development
and Management the project will establish three
units multi-purpose building (around 30 square
meters each); purchase two decorticating
machines for coco coir/dust production; and
establish 12 hectares of lacatan intercrop under
coconut trees. The project will also provide
capability building and advocacy particularly on
NRM
trainings,
strengthening
farmer’s
organizations and technical training. Other project
components include the project planning,
monitoring and assessment/evaluation, IEC and
Consultations, and project management.
Likewise, the PLEASE project will be
establishing agroforestry by planting 70 hectares
agroforestry area with Rambutan, Lanzones,
Abaca, Falcata, Corn, Mongo, Peanuts; and
putting up of a nursery for seedling production. On
enterprise development, the project will provide
two stripping machines and other equipment for
abaca raw material production and product
marketing. The project will also help in strengthening the partner People’s Organizations through
conducting relevant capability building trainings.
Advocacy, Information, Education Campaign and
Sustainability Mechanism; Project Management;
and Monitoring and Evaluation Scheme are other
major project components of PLEASE.
These two projects will fully start its
implementation by January or February 2008 until
June 2009.
Currently, PACAP has already provided to
Lake Mainit a total of Php 26,427,482.60 grant
fund for the eight community-based projects and
secretariat contract. The project implementing
partners, POs and LGUs have also committed to
provide a total cash and/or in-kind counterpart of
Php 13,518,852.77 . 

LMDA conduct project orientation update to LGUs
The Lake Mainit Development Alliance (LMDA) conducted project orientation
updates to Local Government Units of Sison in October 16, 2007; Jabonga
October 25; Kitcharao November 9, 2007; and Alegria November 20, 2007.
Providing orientations to newly elected municipal officials about LMDA and
updating about LMDA and Philippines-Australia Community Assistance
Program (PACAP) projects in Lake Mainit area were the main purpose of the
activity.
The activity was also attended by the project implementing partners who preEngr. Kaiser B. Recabo, Jr. presents sented their individual project updates to the concerned LGUs like the Caraga
the updates of projects in Lake Mainit Consortium for Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development in
FOCAS to LGU officials in Sison.

 Continue Page 11 “ Project Updates”
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List of Approved Projects in Lake Mainit FOCAS funded by AusAID- PACAP as of December 2007
Project Title and Grant
Agreement No.

Proponent

SURIGAO DEL NORTE SIDE
1. Mainit Community
Associates for
Based Resource
Integral
Management Initiative Development
(Mainit CBRMI)
(AID) Foundation,
GA No: 037F
Inc.
2. Sison Upland
Caraga
Resource
Consortium for
Enhancement Project
Environmental
(SUREP I)
Protection &
GA No: 076F
Sustainable
Development , Inc.
3. Enhancing Upland
Alterdev Services
and Lowland Farming
Foundation, Inc.
Systems and
Strengthening of Local
Organizations
(EFASS)
GA N: 092F
4. Sison Upland
Caraga
Resource
Consortium for
Enhancement Project
Environmental
(SUREP) Phase II
Protection &
GA: No: F07SDN091
Sustainable
Development , Inc.
5. Increasing
Kasanyangan
Competencies of
Rural
Upland Farmers for
Development
Sustainable Livelihood Foundation,
GA No:
(KRDFI)
6. People’s Livelihood
Efforts in Agro-forestry
and Sustainable
Environment
(PLEASE)
GA No:
Sub-total
AGUSAN DEL NORTE SIDE
7. Community-Based
Enterprise: Effecting
Community
Development and
Economic
Empowerment in Four
Brgys in Lake Mainit
GA No: F07ADN020

Propegemus
Foundation, Inc.

Agri-Aqua Dev't.
CoalitionMindanao

8. Enhancing and
SIUFMULCO
Protecting an
Agroforestry Area
through Abaca Fiber
Production
GA No: 2007/09RO7ADN046
Sub-total
LAKE MAINIT FOCAS Secretariat Contract
9. Secretarait Year 1
LMDA
GA No: 010F
10. Secretarait Year 2
LMDA
GA No: F07SDN051
Sub-total
GENERAL TOTAL

Partner People's
Organization

Tapian Developer's
Association (TADEAS);
Tagbuyawan Lakeshore
Assocaition (TLA); Dayano
Farmer's Assocation (DFA)
Sison Hungos Multipurpose
Cooperative (SIHUMCO)

Total
Counterpart
(Proponent/LGU/
Beneficiaries)

Date
Approved
by PAC

Total Project
Cost

Requested
from PACAP

Feb. 2006

4,576,125.00

2,989,431.60

1,568,694.20

April 28,
2006

5,128,440.00

2,999,620.00

2,128,820.00

San Isidro Lihok sa
Kalabuan Inc. (SILKA),
Capayahan Agrarian
Beneficiaries Organization
(CABO); Marga Farmers
Irrigators Association
(MAFIA)
Sison Hungos Multipurpose
Cooperative (SIHUMCO)

April 28,
2006

4,523,110.00

2,999,940.00

1,523,170.00

June 19,
2007

4,584,068.50

2,983,861.00

1,600,207.50

Upland Farmers Association
of Binga;
Bobonaon Farmers
Association;
Coconut Farmers
Association
Budlingin Rural Workers
Association; Camp Edward
Integrated Farmers
Association

Sept. 21,
2007

4,311,101.07

2,839,350.00

1,471,751.07

Dec. 13,
2007

4,669,970.00

2,991,670.00

1,678,300.00

27,792,814.57

17,803,872.60

9,970,942.77

May 24,
2006

4,759,800.00

2,999,610.00

1,707,910.00

October 6,
2006

4,800,000.00

3,200,000.00

1,600,000.00

9,559,800.00

6,199,610.00

3,307,910.00

Dec. 2005

1,462,000.00

1,324,000.00

138,000.00

Feb. 2007

1,202,000.00

1,100,000.00

102,000.00

2,664,000.00
40,016,614.57

2,424,000.00
26,427,482.60

240,000.00
13,518,852.77

San Roque Multipurpose
Cooperative (SAROMCO);
Canaway Farmer's &
Fisherfolks Association
(CAFFA); Cuyago Farmer's
& Fishersfolks Association
(CUFA); Bangonay
Developer's Farmers
Association (BANDFA)
San Isidro Upland Farmers
Multipurpose Cooperative
(SIUFMULCO)

Note: All ongoing PACAP project implementation in Lake Mainit will be implemented until June 2009.
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Downloaded to EFASS
partners at Tubod,
Surigao del Norte

By Emmanuel A. Miraballes
Project Coordinator – EFASS
Alterdev Services Foundation, Inc.

A

n initial revolving fund of one hundred
eighty-seven
thousand
pesos
(PhP 187, 000.00) are released to the
household beneficiaries of Enhancing Upland
and Lowland Farming
Systems and Strengthening of Local Organizations (EFASS) project in
Barangays of Marga, San Isidro and Capayahan
in Tubod, Surigao del Norte. The PhilippinesAustralia Community
Assistance Program
(PACAP) through its partner Alterdev Services
Foundation, Inc. approved the initial downloading
of fund to the proposed
promotion of Sustainable Agriculture projects in the said covered
barangays.
Sustainable Agriculture promotion is one of
project components of Enhancing Upland and
Lowland Farming Systems and Strengthening of
Local Organizations, this aims to extend revolving fund support for Sustainable Agriculture
adoption/production activities and facilitate farmers access to supply of non chemical-based or
low-chemical production inputs and among
others.
Projects’ enhancement
of productivity through
the promotion of Sustainable Agriculture practices
and provision of Revolving Fund will focus on
the gradual change of
the farmer’s viewpoint on a different farming
methods.
The provision of Revolving Fund serves as an

Gov. Amante …

alternative to formal micro-credit program while at
the same time nurturing the concept of savings
mobilization. This directly supplements to the
technology transfer with the aim of increasing the
productivity of farmer-Sustainable Agricultural
adoptors engaged in diversified integrated farming system and willing to be involved in group
savings mobilization.
The amount released to the organized Production
Collectives or interest groups who intend to adopt
Sustainable Agriculture technology like Marga
Hog Raising Production
Collective;
Marga
Organic Rice Farmers
and
K a s i l a k - Ma r g a
Organic Rice Farmers of
Brgy Marga; San Isidro
Diversified Integrated
Farming Systems; Sitio
Guinub-an Goat Raising
Project of San Isidro;
Mahucdam Vegetable and Hog and Goat Raising
Farmers of Brgy Capayahan.
This fund will be provided to support the needs of
farmer-adoptors exclusively for inputs. Most
common inputs needed for Sustainable Agriculture technologies applications are the following:
livestock for dispersal, forage seeds, organic
fertilizer, vegetable seeds, fruit trees seedlings,
and poultry stocks among others. Capital support
for land preparations such as farm labor, farm
animals and farm tools and equipments will be
their counterpart. 

( from Page 1)

and Development Officer In-charge Mr. Arturo M. Cruje as Representative of Gov. Robert Ace S. Barbers;
and a representative of Department of Agriculture Regional Director Ricardo C. Regis.
Meanwhile, the BOT elected Regional Director Carmencita S. Cochingco of NEDA Caraga as the Vice
Chairperson and Mayor Aristotle E. Montante of Kitcharao, Agusan del Norte as the Treasurer since the
Municipality of Kitcharao has been the host municipality of the LMDA Program Management Office.
Gov. Amante requested the members of the board to help and contribute for the development of the Lake
Mainit since it is difficult for only one to achieve the real development. He proudly said that the Alliance
has no “political boundaries” and its main purpose is the development of the communities and
conservation of the resources of the lake. He further requested the Municipal Mayors and Vice Mayors to
contribute their committed annual financial contribution to LMDA as agreed by the members of the board.
Meanwhile, the Municipal Mayors and Vice Mayors promised to provide their financial annual contribution
to LMDA.
The newly elected officers of the board shall serve for the duration of their current term in the case of the
provincial Governors and Municipal Mayors and three years in the case of the Regional Directors. 
The Lake Mainit Chronicle is published by Lake Mainit FOCAS Management Committee with assistance from AusAID-PACAP
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Project Mid-Term Assessment to PACAP
funded projects in Lake Mainit FOCAS

T

he Lake Mainit Focal Community Assistance Scheme (FOCAS)
Management Committee conducted the Project Mid-Term
Assessment to four PACAP funded projects in Mainit, Sison
Tubod and Santiago. The purpose of the activity is to evaluate the
measure of project attainment vis-à-vis with the project design and
milestone activities and to assess the collaboration efforts of the major
partner stakeholders of the project. The activity conducted to the Mr. Garrido, MPDC of Mainit (second from
Mainit Community Based Resource Management Initiative (Mainit- right) interviews the Tagbuyawan PO
CBRMI) on July 13 at Mainit, Surigao del Norte; to Sison Upland members during the midterm assessment.
Resource Management Project (SUREP) on July 18 at Sison, Surigao
del Norte; to Enhancing Upland and Lowland Farming Systems and
Strengthening Local Organizations (EFASS) on July 19 at Tubod,
Surigao del Norte; and to Enhancing and Protecting and Agroforestry
Area thru Abaca Fiber Production on July 20 at Santiago, Agusan del
Norte.
Actual field visits to project areas and focus group discussions with the
project implementing partners NGOs/POs and direct beneficiaries
were the major significant parts of the project assessment.
Associate for Integral Development (AID) Foundation, Inc. has been
implementing the Mainit-CBRMI which has three assisted barangays
in Mainit like Tapian, Tagbuyawan and Dayano. Recently, the project
has already dispersed livestock like hogs and goats to the beneficiaries. Communal and individual agroforestry farm have been maintained
The livestock dispersal of Mainit-CBRMI
by the assisted beneficiaries.
during the midterm assessment.

Likewise the Agroforestry projects of SUREP have been properly
maintained by the individual beneficiaries. The Caraga Consortium for
Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development, Inc.
(CCEPSD) implements the SUREP.
Capability building trainings related to sustainable agriculture and to
community planning; production of Nature Farming Technology
System organic fertilizers and fermentations; and income generating
activities of the beneficiaries are some of the major project
interventions of EFASS. The Alterdev Services Foundation, Inc. is the
project implementing partner of EFASS.
San Isidro Upland Farmer Multi-Purpose Cooperative (SIUFMULCO) Formal interview with PO and BLGU at Marga
is implementing the Enhancing and Protecting and Agroforestry Area Barangay Office during the midterm assessment.
thru Abaca Fiber Production for four months since the project starts
last March 2007. SIUFMULCO has able to conduct relevant trainings;
established abaca nursery; and purchased desktop computer and
vehicle truck for the project. 

Vehicle Truck from PACAP is now utilized to
support the abaca enterprise activities of
SIUFMULCO.

FMC inspects abaca seedlings at
SIUFMULCO nursery in Santiago, Agusan
del Norte

S.D.N FMC Representative Engr. Matela
inspects the bagrass tree plant at the
agroforestry area in Sison during the midterm
assessment.
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The Sustainable Fisheries Management Program for Lake Mainit
By: Dr. Sony B. de Guzman, Project leader
Mindanao State University at Naawan
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Lake Mainit is an important shared
resource of Agusan Norte and Surigao del Norte,
distinguished as the deepest (219.35 meters)
and fourth largest (17,060 ha) lake in the
Philippines, with a shoreline of 62.1 km long and
a watershed area of 87,072 ha. Twenty-eight
river tributaries contribute to the water volume of
Lake Mainit, which is drained by a single outlet
– the 29 km Kalinawan River that flows into
Butuan Bay.
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A study conducted in 1985 by Galicia &
Lopez (2000) showed that Lake Mainit supports
a high diversity of aquatic fauna and a thriving
freshwater fishery. On the other hand, the lake
and river fisheries are rapidly being depleted due
to unsustainable or destructive fishing practices,
too many fishers, fishing boats and gears, and
lack of enforcement of fisheries and
environmental policies. Income from fishing is no
longer sustainable in many areas, and lakeshore
communities fear that rare and endemic fishes in
the lake will be lost due to overfishing.
Lake Mainit has rich aquatic resources
that can be developed to optimize economic
benefits to surrounding communities, however,
fisheries
management
interventions
are
necessary in order to conserve the lake
resources, protect remaining biodiversity and
sustain incomes of fishers.
The last
comprehensive assessment was done 25 years
ago (Pauly et al. in 1980-81), and effective
planning depends on reliable and updated
information to guide decision-making and the
formulation of a holistic and integrated
framework for sustainable fisheries management.
The “Sustainable Fisheries Management
Program for Lake Mainit” is a project
implemented by the Mindanao State University
at Naawan in three phases over a period of three
years that started in July 2007. The long-term
goals of the project are to establish a
comprehensive fisheries management program
to sustain its fishery resources, promote
equitable access and utilization, and improve
quality of life of lakeshore communities through
enhanced economic well-being. Among the
specific objectives of the project are to a)
updated data on aquatic biodiversity of Lake
Mainit, b) generate a comprehensive profile on
status of the lake and riverine fisheries,
c) provide an updated socio-economic profile of
fisherfolk around the lake, and d) identify &

JABONGA

9.35 N

125.48 E

125.52 E

125.56 E

LONGITUDE

Fig. 1. Distribution of aquatic plants around Lake Mainit.

evaluate existing intervention programs and
institutional arrangements prevailing in Lake Mainit.
Phase I (Rapid Resource Assessment),
which is funded by the Philippine Council for
Aquatic and Marine Research and Development
and
the
Lake
Mainit
(PCAMRD-DOST)
Development Alliance (LMDA), has been
completed. Highlights of the results had been
presented to the Lake Mainit LGUs at the Inception
Report and Validation Workshop last January 22,
2008.
Aquatic Biodiversity and Fisheries
Field and market surveys conducted between
August and November 2007 showed that 14
species of aquatic plants, 27 fish, 5 crustaceans,
and 10 mollusks were found to occur in Lake
Mainit. Very diverse aquatic vegetation occurs in
most shallow parts of the lake (Fig. 1), dominated
by lusay, dugman and paguse. The floating water
lily or hyacinth occurs most abundantly along the
river entrance at Jabonga and drifts along
Kalinawan River. Two species of goby, the pijanga
and bugwan, are important native species of the
lake, and still occurs but in much reduced
abundance than around late 1990s (Galicia and
Lopez, 2000). The introduced tilapia is also
abundant in the Lake, together with other common
fishes such as carpa, hayuan, and luyab. The most
common mollusk are the snails called locally as
Ige, kuhol and suso, while the most common
crustaceans are the freshwater shrimps ulang and
isik.
Fisheries assessment was conducted
through monthly monitoring of fish catch and effort
by local enumerators or research partners in the six
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pukot and baling. All individuals were measured
for total length and body weight, and dissected to
determine sex and gonadal maturity.
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The bugwan sampled between August and
November had a size range of 55-132 mm, which
is smaller than the size range of 40-185mm
studied by Galicia and Lopez (2000). Specimens
of pijanga had a size range 57-242 mm, again
smaller than reported size range of 25 to 305 mm
by Galicia and Lopez (2000). The present results
indicate that both bugwan and pijanga are
generally smaller now than in the 1990s. The
female fishes are generally smaller than the male.
Several small fishes of bugwan were caught in
October, while a large number of small pijanga
were caught in August and October. Many
individuals of bugwan in October and November
samples were either maturing or spawning,
suggesting that spawning begins to occur in this
period. Several maturing individuals of pijanga
were found within the period, but very few mature
individuals.
The presence of several spent
specimens from August to November suggests

Sarap
8%

Laya
14%

Baling
15%

Surit
34%

Figure 2. Relative abundance of major fishing gears operated in Lake
Mainit and Kalinawan River between August-October 2007.

LGUs. Recorded fish catch from six municipalities
(27 landing areas) between August-October 2007
amounted to 53.6 tons. Pijanga made up 47% of
the total catch from the lake while Tilapia
comprised 39% of the total fish catch from
Kalinawan River. Local research partners noted
that a large portion of the pijanga catch is
exported to other areas, such as Butuan City,
which explains why only a small amount is
retained and sold in local markets around the
lake.

 Continue Page 10 “Sutainable Fisheries”

The most productive fishing gear in both
the lake and river is the pukot (gillnet), while
baling (beach seine) remains efficient particularly
in the municipality of Mainit, Surigao del Norte
where this gear still operates (Fig. 2). A type of
encircling gillnet locally called surit also lands
abundant catches in Tubay, Agusan del Norte
along Kalinawan River.
Total recorded fish catch for the period
(July to October 2007) was highest in Kitcharao
where a large number of fishers was also
monitored. Average catch (kg) per fisher,
however, is highest in Jabonga as a result of
fewer fishers, followed by Mainit and Tubay (Fig.
3). It can be noted that the large average catch
per fishing effort (CPUE) in Mainit is contributed
by catches from baling, which is already a banned
gear in other municipalities around the lake, while
large CPUE in Tubay is composed of large
catches of surit. These results indicate that highly
efficient gears such as baling and surit can bring
about large fish production, however, the
long-term impact of these fishing gears on the
sustainability of Lake Mainit and Kalinawan River
fisheries should be evaluated.
Population Biology of Lake Mainit Fishes
Detailed biological analysis was conducted
on only two major fishes in the lake, namely,
pijanga (Glossogobius giuris) and bugwan
(Hypseleotris agilis), which were also studied by
Galicia and Lopez (2000). Monthly collection of
fish samples (n =100) was made from catches of

Fish Biomass (Total Catch in Kg per month)
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Figure 3. Comparison of total landed catch, fishing effort and average CPUE of the municipalities around Lake Mainit.
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FMC and Partners attend Training on Project Monitoring and
Evaluation for Lake Mainit FOCAS

T

wenty-four participants from PACAP
project implementing partners, LMDA
Technical Working Group of eight
municipalities
and
FOCAS
Management
Committee members and Secretariat attended
the three-day Training Workshop on Project
Monitoring and Evaluation for Lake Mainit
FOCAS. It was held last August 16 – 17, 2007
at Balanghai Hotel and Convention Center,
Butuan City.
The main objective of the training is to
come-up with the M&E tool to be used in the
field monitoring and evaluation activities of the
FMC and the partners. The training-workshop
provided the participants with basic knowledge
and practical skills in project monitoring and
evaluation; understood the principles and
procedures for effective project monitoring and

Sustainable Fisheries…

Partner participants of the training-workshop attentively listening
the lecture presentation.

evaluation; and learned methods to evaluate project effectiveness, outcomes and impact. Participants helped also formulate and enhance appropriate, effective and efficient M&E tool for LMDA
FOCAS projects during the hands-on workshop
which was the significant output of the trainingworkshop. 

(from Page 9)

that spawning may have occurred earlier than August. Galicia & Lopez’s (2000) results showed that
spawning in both species occurs throughout the year, but defined peaks were observed. The peak of
spawning in pijanga occurs between August to January while that of bugwan occurs between JulyOctober.
Socio-Economics
A survey of the fishing effort made through focus group discussions (FGD) in 46 coastal
barangays across six municipalities around Lake Mainit (Mainit, Alegria, Kitcharao and Jabonga) and
along Kalinawan River (Santiago and Tubay) showed that some 4,026 fishers and 2,776 fishing boats are
involved in Lake Mainit fisheries. Majority of the fishing boats are non-motorized bancas or banding (72%)
while motorized boats are fewer (28%). Most of the fishers come from Jabonga and Santiago where many
of them engage in fishing on a full-time basis, while Alegria has the smallest number of fishers. A total of
36 kinds of fishing gear are being used by fishermen in Lake Mainit and along Kalinawan River, with
Mainit and Jabonga having the most diversified fishing activities. The most commonly used gears are
various modifications of hook-and-line or pasol/bingwit, gillnet (pukot), fish traps (timing), spear (pana)
and the modified cast net or laya.
Survey of fishing income and costs showed that Lake Mainit fishers earn between a very low
P20.00-P90.00 to as high as P1,000.00-4,900.00 per operation, depending on the type of gear and
season. The most profitable fishing gears are baling, bungsod, laya and timing, while pukot and bantak
seem to be less profitable. Total household expenses on a daily basis (on food, education, clothing,
electricity, etc.) of lakeshore communities range between P170 and P559, depending on the nature of
livelihood and income level. On the average, lakeshore households in Alegria and Santiago have lower
daily expenses than Mainit, Kitcharao, Tubay and Jabonga.
Upcoming Project Activities
The project team has started implementing Phase II – Comprehensive Fisheries Resource
Assessment in November 2007 and will continue this until October 2008. Additional funding has been
committed by the Department of Agrarian Reform -NMCIREMP program through a Memorandum of
Understanding with the LMDA to cover the continuing activities until the project completion in December
2008. 
The Lake Mainit Chronicle is published by Lake Mainit FOCAS Management Committee with assistance from AusAID-PACAP
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PACAP help SIUFMULCO
boost income
The San Isidro Upland Farmers Multipurpose
Cooperative (SIUFMULCO), one of the
recipients of financial assistance from
Philippines-Australia Community Assistance
Program (PACAP) through the collaboration
with the LGU of Santiago and Lake Mainit
Development
Alliance
(LMDA)
proudly
reported that the cooperative has almost
double its 2007 income compared to the
previous four years reported annual income.
As shown in their recorded annual income,
SIUFMULCO earned Php117, 174.54 in 2003;
Php 92,019.10 in 2004; Php 116, 861.38 in
2005; Php 94, 490.16 in 2006; and Php 220,
851.79 in 2007. The cooperative management
declared that the increasing income is due to
the continues abaca trading and marketing
using the purchased one unit delivery vehicle
coming from PACAP. The cooperative
received fund from PACAP for the abaca
farming and abaca product fiber and product
trading. Though abaca harvesting is expected
to happen only after 18 months, the
cooperative has still generated an increase
income through abaca trading utilizing the
delivery vehicle of the project.
The project has several components that
ensures enhancement of agroforestry area
established under Community Based Resource
Management Project (CBRMP) through intercropping of abaca alternately between fruit
trees and coconut palms planted within a one
hectare area of each beneficiary .
Currently, SIUFMULCO has the highest buying
price of abaca fiber in the locality. They have
also established a buying station at
Brgy. San Antonio, Remedios Trinidad
Rom ualdes
( RTR),
Brgy.
Mahaba,
Cabadbaran, Brgy. Kadahon-dahonan,
Santiago and Brgy. Baligiuan, Jabonga all of
Agusan del Norte.
The Board Chairperson Mr. Cerilo Bernados
and the Coop Manager and Project In-Charge
Ms. Leonora Mila attested that PACAP
assistance has really helped the farmers in
Barangay San Isidro specifically those who
helped themselves by planting abaca inside
their respective farms. 
(Forester Omar C.
Barillo, FOCAS Project Coordinator– LMDA)
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Project Update (from page 4)
Sison; Agri-Aqua Development Coalition-Mindanao
in Jabonga; and San Isidro Upland Farmers
Multipurpose Cooperative in Santiago. PACAP
project updates by Engr. Kaiser B. Recabo, Jr. and
Forester Omar C. Barillo highlighted the project
orientation updates. 

Symposium (from page 2)
the youth who are the future managers of our
environment.
The next environmental symposium will be conducted soon to the identified and targeted secondary schools in the municipalities of Mainit,
Sison, Tubod and Tubay by February or June
2008. 
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The Legend of Lake Mainit
The legendary story of the enchanted Lake Mainit has been explained into two accounts of fairy tales:
the Mainit and Jabonga versions.
…………………………………………………Mainit Version………………………….……………………..
Long time ago in the days of our forefathers, there lived in the virginal forest
of the Diwata Mountains, a group of enchanted people or the “diwatas” and
their beautiful pet birds, the hornbills or the “kalaws”. They lived
harmoniously together, but as their number increased, troubles began. The
hornbills, known as the clocks of the mountain, become so noisy with their
incessant calls. Bickering started between the “diwatas” and the pet birds,
the “kalaws”. The “diwatas” got fed up and they
decided to part ways.
One night, when the moon was full, the “diwatas” met and wished their
mountain homes away from the old place. The eldest of them took his
wooden staff and tapped the ground three times. Immediately, the ground
where they gathered rose and flew westward to open sea. The vacated spot
Hornbill bird or “Kalaw” at the forest was deep and soon it was filled with water coming from the veins of the
mountains. The body of water became a lake and it is now the Mainit Lake.
areas in Sison, Surigao del Norte.
The piece of the land flew westward was caught by daybreak and it dropped
into the open sea. Some say it became the Camiguin Island.
(Source: Municipality of Mainit, Surigao del Norte)
…………………..………………..……………Jabonga Version……………..………………..………………
Long, long time ago, there was no Lake Mainit. Instead, there was a fertile and productive land which
was inhabited by animals with their supernatural King and Queen.
King Camig and Queen Ding were very happy with their kingdom full of assorted animals that every full
moon, they had a merry-making. In one occasion, the hornbills which were beside the king and queen
created loud and boisterous sound irritating the royal couple. King Camig and Queen Ding decide to leave
the place at that instant in the middle of the special occasion.
Supernatural as they were, King Camig and Queen Ding were able to bring their land and find a peaceful place were they can transferred their land. In their hurry, a small portion of the land was left behind. An
unattended teapot boiling with water tilted empting its content and the golden ladle was thrown out. When
the royal couple was already in the Butuan Bay going to Misamis, King Camig remembered the golden
ladle, so he commanded a small piece of land to fetch it; reminding it to hurry and comeback before the
sun rises because something might happen. Unfortunately, it was caught by the sun rise and thru to its
form; the land froze in its place and cannot move distance anymore. This land as they saw is now called Tubay-tubay because it
only reached the Municipality of Tubay. Tubay-tubay is now a fixture of Tubay.

Aerial Map of Lake Mainit
http://encarta.msn.com/map_701514697/Mindanao.html

Aerial Map of Camiguin Island.
http://encarta.msn.com/map_701511400/Hibok_Hibok.html

Right after the couple left, there was a heavy rainfall which made
the vacated land filled with rainwaters. Apparently, it became a
lake. On the other hand, the water from the boiling teapot made the
lake hot sometimes, thus, the lake called Lake Mainit. The word
“Mainit” is a Filipino term for hot.
It is believed that Camiguin Island was the new kingdom of King
Camig and Queen Ding. Seen at an aerial view, the shape of this
island is similar to the shape of the Lake Mainit. The flora and
fauna of these two places are the same. The birds are all alike, except that there are no hornbills in Camiguin because they were purposely left behind.
(Source: Mayor’s Office, Jabonga, Agusan del Norte)
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